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This invention relates to improvements in mops. 
An. object of the present invention is to pro 

Vide a mop combination including a detachable 
cover and frame, in which the cover is readily 
removable in a simple operation and otherwise 
talutly held by the frame for use industing, mop 
ping, etc. 

A. further object of the invention is to prowide 
a distinctive form of cover or mitten constructed 
to Cooperate with the holding frame so that it 
is held firmly on the frame for efficient work 
ing, the construction being such that the cover or 
mitten will substantially, if not completely, cover 
the metal connecting or handle receiving portion 
of the frame, to eliminate scratching of objects. 

A. further object of the invention is to pro 
vide a special type of framewhichmay be readily 
collapsed for the removal of the cover or mitten 
and which may be locked in collapsed position, 
the arrangement being particularly convenient 
for Women to manipulate. 

A. further object of the invention is to pro 
Wide an arrangement consisting of a frame pref 
erably of one piece of wire with a flexible handle 
Connection and a covering Which as a combina 
tion may be used readily to duplicate the action 
of a person's hand in a dust cloth or the like. 
With these and other objects in view, the in 

Vention consists essentially in a resilient frame 
preferably constructed from one piece of wire 
and a covering or mitten having a pocket to re 
ceive the frame. The frame generally is prefer 
ably longer than it is wide and is formed With 
shoulders or projections to engage with a co 
operating formation in the pocket of the covering 
to hold the later firmly on the frame, the latter 
preferably including means for locking the frame 
in a Collapsed position for remowing the covering 
therefrom and for placing it thereower, as more 
fully described in the following specification and 
ilustrated in the accompanying drawing. 
In the draWing: 
Figure i is a plan WieW of the mop-holding 

frame and handle Connecting portion formed, 
from a single piece of Wire, the frame being ex 
tended in normal position for firm engagement 
With the COVering Ormitten. 

Figure 2 is a plan wiew of the mop-holding 
frame including the handle connection portion 
with the frame locked in the collapsed position 
and the handle connection portion covered by 
a Suitablè rubber covering. 

Figure 3 is a plan wiew of the covering iIlus 
trating the frame in dotted lines inserted there 
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within, the frame being in its extended position: 
to engage the covering firmly. * ; . . . . 

Figure 4 is a detail Section taken On the line 
4–4 of Figure 3. i w 
Figure 5 is a plan wiew of an alternative form 

of frame construction. | 
Figure 6 is a section taken on line 6-6-of 

Figure 5. * :: - : |- 

Referring more particularly to the drawing, 
two embodiments of the invention are illustrated, 
each consisting of a holding frame for amop 
covering or mitten, the frame being preferably 
constructed from a single piece of round spring 
wire, the wire being indicated at 0. In each 
case the frame terminates in a resilient spring 
like handle receiving portion i which is of coll 
formation and receives a suitable handle 10a. 

Referring particularly to Figures 1 to 4, the 
frame is formed So that one end of the Wire 0 
terminates as at 12 in the handle receiving por. 
tion, the wire extending from the handle receiv 
ing portion being bent to form a holding frame 
preferably with the projections | 3 and a rounded 
end 4. The opposite end of the wire i 5 is bent 
to form a hook-like member i 6 which, when the 
frame is in use for holding the mop covering, is 
hooked about the part 17 which is positioned ad 
jacent to the coiled handle receiving portion i 1. 
It is apparent, therefore, that if the sides of the 
frame are squeezed the frame will compress so 
that the hook-like portion 16 will slide along the 
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fixed part of the frame and will finally slip 
over the projection 3 on that side to which the 
hook is pushed and the hook will then be re 
tained as shown in Figure 2, so as to hold the 
frame in a collapsed position. In this position it 
may be inserted within a suitable mop covering 
or mitten and them released to expand to its 
normal holding position illustrated in Figure 1. 
and thus firmly engage and hold the mop cover 
ing or mitten. . 

In Figure 3 the frame is shown in expanded 
position On a mop covering or mitten i 8, the 
mitten being provided with a flat receiving pocket 
9 which is of an elongated character to suit. 
the frame, having an accessible opening 20 at: 
one end and being preferably rounded as at 2 
at the other end to conform with the rounded 
end i 4 of the frame. Intermediate the end 2 
and the opening 20 the pocket is made wider, as 
ilustrated at: 22, the pocket tapering from its 
Widest point to the Opening 20 and to the end 2. 
Therefore, the mitten is provided with a pocket 
having a restricted opening, the increase in width 
forming means cooperating with the frame to 
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Patent No. 2,075.345. March 30, 1937. 
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Itis hereby. certified that error appears in the above numbered patent 

requiring correction as follows: The present drawing should be canceled 
and the drawing containing six figures as shown below should be inserted 
therefor as a part of the Letters Patent; * 
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and that the said Letters Patent should be read with this correction thelrein 
that the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office. 

signed and sealed this 5th day of July, A. D. 1938. 

Henry Wan Arsdale, 
(Seal) Acting Commissioner of Patents • 

  

  

  


